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Food for Thought

It’s no secret that Roslyn is
a big fan of “The Bachelor.”
She’s been watching the
reality show since its debut
in 2002, and for the past
seven years or so, she’s
hosted a “Bachelor” party
once a season for her likeminded friends. I’ll admit
I’ve never been an avid
watcher, but even I find it
hard to resist the dramatic
interactions and reactions.
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Darlin’ You Give Sales a Bad Name
HARD SALES MADE EASY

I have seen a lot of up-and-coming salespeople, and even
some seasoned veterans in the tax resolution business,
believe that hard selling is the only way to close the deal.
They’ve existed in a world where manipulative selling tactics
are not only encouraged, but taught. They rely on urgency
and aggression to force the recipient into the sale—usually
unwillingly. And they wonder why clients want “out” of the
engagement and their money back. This is why salespeople,
or as we used to call them, tax consultants, have such a bad
reputation in our industry.

Fortunately, closing the sale doesn’t have to be “hard,” in fact,
it should be the easiest part of the process.

In his book, “Salesmanship For the New Era” (which was written
in 1929, by the way), Charles A. Mears encourages salespeople
to think of the sales process as a flight of stairs—you can’t
possibly leap from the bottom to the top without touching
any of the stairs in-between, just like you can’t possibly jump
from your opening line to closing the deal without hitting some
steps in the middle. Skipping steps will get you there faster, but
the bigger the step, the harder it is to take, and the more likely
I have developed what I call my “high ticket sales strategy” you’ll find the door slammed in your face at the top.
(which is in the Tax Resolution Success Resource System, A truly good salesperson builds momentum one step at a time.
Module 2). It’s more of a “take away” and assumptive selling
approach that has earned me a lot of money over the years, They escort the prospect to the top of the stairs and ask them
because it lends itself to a non-pressured, high close rate to take just one more step—rather than one giant leap. With
each step, and each resounding “Yes!”, the prospect inches
among prospects.
closer and closer to the sale. By the time they reach the top,
The truth is, hard selling is a surefire way to dissuade prospects taking that one final step, with one final “Yes!”, feels natural. In
from buying. No matter how genuine you seem, or how this case, both the salesperson and prospect walk away from
legitimate your argument may be, a hard sell almost always the sale feeling successful. And what could have been a hard
comes off sounding like a scam—making you look like some sell, suddenly seems easy.
kind of con artist. When your prospect feels pressured, they’re
more likely to shut you out entirely—successfully abolishing
any consideration of doing business with you in the future.
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I wasn’t about to let him stride out without leveraging the
connection. By associating myself with a familiar face (in
this case, a famous one), I can make myself stand out from
my competitors. Plus, those of you who saw the pictures
plastered on our Facebook page (and who are fans of
“The Bachelor”) probably mentioned it to your friends
or family members the next time you saw a commercial
for the show. “My marketing consultant met that guy,”
you might say, thereby starting a conversation about Roz
Marketing without having to think about it. But I’m not just
telling you this to brag about my own success. I encourage
all of you to optimize your own “celebrity sightings.”

There’s a reason celebrity endorsements work—by simply
This season, Roslyn and
associating yourself with a “celebrity,” or someone
her friends got the surprise
recognizable within
of their life when Chris
your industry, you’re
Harrison, the show’s host, showed up on our doorstep with
allowing your clients
a camera crew and the Bachelor himself in tow! Someone
to connect with you
had apparently alerted the producer that they had a
on a much higher
superfan in their midst (that would be my wife), so they
level. By interacting
decided to surprise her with a meet-and-greet at her latest
with a celebrity, you’re
viewing party. Fortunately, Chris Soules, this season’s
not only showing your
Bachelor, has some practice when it comes to dealing with
clients that you have
women in large groups—because when he walked through
impressive friends—
the front door, he was instantly bombarded by the nearly
but you’re making
20 fanatic women in our living room.
yourself seem more
impressive by proxy.
After everyone started breathing normally, the remainder
Plus, you’re bound
of the evening was spent snapping pictures and shooting
to be at the forefront of their mind every time they see
the breeze with the local reality star. The ladies were
interested in giving him their own opinions on his various or hear a reference to that particular person. Celebrity
connections are a fantastic marketing tool that can be
girlfriends, while I tried to sneak in some dating advice
used across the board when it comes to promoting your
of my own (the seven essential tips to supercharge your
business—plus, it makes for a cool story… one that your
romance). By the time he left, we had filled up nearly an
clients will love to hear!
entire camera card with pictures, and I had successfully
wormed my way into most of them! Later that night,
Roslyn excitedly sent the photos to our youngest
daughter (a fellow superfan who was unable to make it to
this particular viewing party and is probably still kicking
herself) who immediately called us up to ask, “Dad isn’t
even a fan… Why is he in all of the photos?”
The answer is simple. I saw an opportunity to celebritize
myself, and I took it.
I’m always looking for ways to optimize any situation
I happen to find myself in, so when Chris Soules came
striding into my life, or I should say, through my front door,
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- Michael Rozbruch

P.S. Keep watching “The Bachelor” to catch a glimpse
of the Roz Marketing team. Roslyn’s Bachelor party
might end up on the cutting room
floor, but she’s been invited to the
“Women Tell All” show at the end of
the season! You might just see a few
familiar faces in the audience.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

I was at a restaurant recently, and sitting at the table next
to me were two couples. One man commented to the
other and said how great his secretary was. The wife of
the man talking cut him off and said, “How good could she
be? All she does is answer the phones—anyone can pick
up a phone and say ‘Hello.’” I wanted to lean over and tell
her to stop being so mean to her husband, and to also say

that nothing could be further from the truth. One of my
“Roz-isms” that I always say is, “It’s not what you say, but
how you say it.” Meaning how you respond to someone—
the words you choose to use—makes a big difference on
how someone will react to you. This holds especially true
for whoever answers the phones for your business.

depending on how that person talked to you? To test out
my theory, have someone you know call in as a “secret
shopper” and let you know how they were treated. It’s
that important to know your phones are being answered
properly.

The person answering your phones is the first interaction
someone has with your company, and that person is
representing you. What your receptionist says and how
he/she says it will make a difference if a potential client
wants to make an appointment with you. When Michael
had his tax resolution business, he had three receptionists
at the front desk. First, he never wanted an incoming call
to go to voicemail, but more important, he had a script
(which is included in the TRSRS manual) for how the
receptionist would talk to the person calling. Think about
it—when you call someone who provides a service, don’t
you feel a certain way—happy, annoyed, or worse, angry—

The Roz Team hopes all of our members enjoyed
receiving their surprise Valentine’s Gift!

“YOU’VE GOT MAIL”

NOW, WHAT MOTIVATES YOU TO READ IT?

There’s no
doubt that email
marketing can be
a profitable tactic,
but it also runs
the highest risk.
The moment you hit
“send,” you’ve given
your readers the power;
the power to delete the
email or ignore it forever, the
power to label it as “spam” or toss it
into the junk mail folder, and the power to unsubscribe
from your email list for good.
But they’ve also got the power to read it, enjoy it, and
instantly forward it along to their friends and family
members. On top of that, they’ve got the power to take
immediate action, no matter where they are. Perhaps
that’s why email marketing is estimated to have the
highest ROI of any digital marketing strategy.
That being said, here are a few tips to ensure your email
marketing efforts are maximized:
1.

It all starts with the subject line. The subject line
IS your Big Headline. After all, the subject line is
the first thing they’ll see—and, according to a
study done by Chadwick Martin Bailey, a
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marketing research firm, nearly 64% of people admit
that the subject line determines the fate of the email.
Increase your read rates by improving your subject
line. Special offers, alerts, and updates work best (I
would not use words like “free” or “limited time” as
the recipient’s email server may recognize these as
spam and your message may never get delivered),
but creative attention-getting headlines can work
wonders as well.
2.

3.

Get personal. Think about it; when you weed through
your inbox each morning, what emails are you more
likely to open? The messages from your friends
and co-workers? Or the advertising emails that
were obviously mass produced? Personalizing your
email messages for your readers is a surefire way to
increase your response rate.
Consistency and variety go hand in hand. Marketing
emails should be sent on weekly or monthly basis
(I’ve discovered that monthly works best as a way to
always have your name in front of them)—this is just
enough to stay at the top of their minds, but not often
enough to irritate them. However, when it comes to
your email marketing campaign, variety is key. Your
message should provide something beneficial like
informational or educational content for your readers
each and every time—but don’t forget to keep it
interesting!

Also—If you haven’t done so yet, let Becky, Manager
of Client Happiness, know your birthday - the day
and month (it’s not necessary for us to know the
year), so she can send you a little something from
us on your birthday!

- Roslyn Rozbruch

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
I received the manual last Thursday and read it cover-to-cover
yesterday. Like you, I’ve been doing this work since 1998, but I
first met you at a conference in Denver that fall.
I was on the fence about buying the manual and related
information, but I had been mulling it over since I first saw it at
a conference in Las Vegas in September 2014. I finally decided
to purchase it if only for the sample letters. Doing this type of
work for so long, I thought I knew most of what you had in the
manual, and I must say that most of the material isn’t new to
me. However, there was quite a bit that was new. There was
also quite a bit that I either forgot or needed a refresher on.
In the past, I’ve sent letters to almost all of the referral sources
you mentioned without much success. I don’t know if it was
the letter itself or the timing; that’s why I said I wanted your
manual for the sample letters. Since then, I’ve stopped sending
the reminder letters to people who don’t engage me. You
reminded me I need to do that. Getting a credit card number
to bill a no-show just might eliminate that problem in my
practice, and that’s just a few of the items in the manual that
helped me in my practice.
I would say that even a “seasoned veteran” in the tax resolution
area can benefit from this manual.

IRS TERROR TALE

TAX FRAUD FOUND IN ROANOKE

They say only two things in life are absolutely certain:
death and taxes. Attempting to avoid the latter
yielded difficult life lessons for a former investment
advisor booked for wire fraud and tax evasion. You
know you’re in trouble when cheating death seems
like the better option.
No happy holiday came for Donna J. Tucker of
Roanoke, Virginia, in December of 2014. The former
investment advisor pled guilty to wire fraud and tax
evasion, was promptly sentenced to 60 months in jail,
and was slapped with a $976,485 restitution fee.
Between 2007 and 2013, Tucker was caught stealing
funds from two separate client accounts. First, to
obtain a line of credit, she forged the signatures to
access an elderly couple’s joint investment account.
Through her firm’s banking division, Tucker claimed
to be working in the clients’ interest; though, she
obtained no consent from her victims. Shortly after,
Tucker wire transferred $295,000 from another
victim’s account to her own. She then used the funds
for her own financial gains. But the plot thickens.
In order to prevent fraudulent schemes from coming
to light, Tucker took calculated measures to ensure
her victims were unaware of her actions. To keep
unauthorized transfers under wraps, Tucker ordered
staff to put victims on an electronic delivery system
for account statements. She also falsified statements
to victims and employees as well as doctored forms
to complete the nefarious acts.
As if Tucker weren’t digging a deep enough hole, she
finished off her crime spree by reporting a taxable
income worth less than half of what she was really
making. Tucker’s false report incurred $115,000 in
additional taxes owed to the US government! There
would be no hiding from the IRS this time!

Charles K. Montecino, CPA
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